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Abstract
The purpose of this project is to design a corporate employee engagement application that
solicits real-time feedback from employees and provides results and insights to managers and
leaders on the human factors of operating an organization. The project includes a prototype
design of the application, which factors in user experience (UX) design approaches and
gamification concepts.
An iterative approach was used in the prototype design to modularly build and enhance
the design, with the underlying focus being user experience to ensure it satisfied the basic user
needs and usability. Customer-centric design approaches, such as user journeys and personas,
were utilized to more granularly focus on varying types of users. Universal design principles and
gamification techniques were also incorporated to further enhance the aesthetics and promote
repeated usage of the application. The final result of the project is a prototype design of a
corporate employee application that focuses upon the user and incorporates common social and
consumer-based approaches into a corporate based application to boost employee engagement
within an organization.
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Introduction
The purpose of this project is to prototype a corporate employee engagement application
that utilizes typical consumer-based and personal-life user design aesthetics into the workplace to
gather employee sentiments and use that data to inform managers and leaders of an organization
on employee morale and satisfaction. A prototype will be created for this project that will cover
two parts:
1. the employee user experience in how an organization could gather employee sentiments
in varying ways with an emphasis on timeliness and ease of providing feedback
2. the manager and leadership experience in gaining informative employee insight based on
feedback received
The prototype design will be developed as a working prototype to allow for users to experience
the application hands-on. Annotated diagrams will also be included to discuss the user design
aesthetics chosen and how they enhance the user experience of the application. The application
will be titled Voice of the Employee.
Before jumping into the project, it is important to understand the corporate HR landscape
and why emplo ee engagement is important to an organi ation s success. In an interview with
Ruth Dance, Managing Director of The Employee Engagement Alliance, she sa s, If ou look
after our emplo ees, the ll look after our customers which in turn will look after our bottom
line. (Emplo ee Engagement Awards, 2018). However, how does an organization keep
employees happy, productive, and excited to come to work when people also have different
motivators depending on their own personal life situations and long-term career goals? On the
surface, this ma seem to be the responsibilit of HR, but it is not just HR s responsibilit an
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longer; it is also the responsibility of managers and leaders of an organization to attract,
motivate, and retain good employees. With the competitive market, high costs of hiring
qualified individuals, and employee accessibility to information over the Internet, it is
increasingly important for organizations to stay connected to their employees.
Traditionally, many companies relied on annual employee surveys that were sent to all
employees to complete. Scores were then aggregated and shared with managers and leaders to
determine action plans. However, according to a study conducted by OfficeVibe, 70% of
employees do not respond to the annual survey; 29% of employees thought they were pointless;
and 80% of employees believe managers would not act upon survey results (LaFleche, 2019).
These annual surveys were lengthy, boring, and not engaging to complete. In recent years,
companies have started to shift more towards a continuous feedback approach like Twitter, an
approach that is shorter and more frequent as a way to better gain more just-in-time insight into
employee satisfaction. Though the same challenges of lack of employee participation in surveys
and managers not actioning upon survey results will continue to be challenges, unless managers
and leaders are held accountable and emplo ee engagement becomes engrained into a compan s
culture.

Research Questions
This project will focus upon answering the following research questions as it relates to
the design and prototype of the Voice of the Employee application:
1. How would one design a corporate application that incorporates design aesthetics more
commonly used in consumer and social user experiences?
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2. What universal design principles can be incorporated to improve the usability of the
application?
3. How can gamification design concepts be incorporated to promote user adoption and
engagement of the application?
These research questions will help to technologically design an application and user experience
that will facilitate the process of gathering employee feedback and in turn, providing managers
with the feedback results and insight to determine appropriate actions to improve employee
engagement. However, this project will not cover the organizational culture and behavioral
science components that are critical to being an employee engagement mindset focused
company.

Literature Review
The purpose of this literature review is to evaluate user design approaches and strategies
for creating a corporate application that promotes communication, engagement, and
collaboration, similar to what one would expect as a consumer

bringing customer-centricity

into the workplace. This literature review will touch upon various aspects of application design
concepts, including user experience, customer-centric design, universal design principles, and
gamification. It will define these concepts and discuss ways in which they can be applied.
User Experience
User experience (UX) has been defined by the International Standardization Organization
as a person s perceptions and responses that result from the use and anticipated use of a
product, system or service. It encompasses the full, complete experience for a user

from its

visual design and interface, its information and content strategy, to its user interaction model.
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UX design is a full stack view and e perience. As Steve Jobs has said, design is not just what it
looks like and feels like. Design is [also] how it works. (Matveeva, 2020). Though, UX design
has been a term that has been utilized so broadly that it has lost its more granular focus and
purpose in some ways, which is why I like to think of UX design more along the lines of usercentered design. In user-centered design, all development proceeds with the user as the center
of focus (Rubin, 1984). Its goals, environment, objectives, and tasks are all centered around the
user and how it would influence, interact, or be used by the user.
Task
Content
Environment
Task Goals
Detail

Task
Flow

Users
Context

Objectives
Task
Organization

Figure 1: User-Centered Design Framework
Diagram taken from Rubin, J. (1984). Handbook of Usability Testing: How to Plan,
Design, and Conduct Effective Tests.
Jeffrey Rubin describes usability objectives as: usefulness (does it satisfy the needs of the user?),
effectiveness (does it perform as expected?), learnability (is it easy to use?), and likeability (how
does the user feel about it?). Sometimes designers lose touch with the user when designing and
gets inundated with the mechanics of the product. This is why user-centered design is important
as any mechanic, feature, or technical aspect of a product should be tied back to the user and how
it would improve its usability.
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User-centered design is also an iterative design process that encourages repeatedly
designing, testing, and modifying the product until it can be deemed satisfactory to the user in all
aspects of usability. Design problems are sufficientl comple that no single person has all the
knowledge required to solve them and that the design process would benefit from involving
potential users [to test and provide feedback], those who would be affected most b the design
(Guo & Goh, 2015). This involves participation of users early and throughout the design
process, maintaining them as constants in the design process. Users who are invested in the
process are a designers most valuable asset, not only in providing feedback throughout the
design process, but can also be the advocates of the product to promote user interest,
engagement, and adoption.
Customer-Centric Design
Some definitions of customer-centric design may be similar to that of user centered
design, where the focus of a design should be the user or the customer of the product. However,
customer-centric design can also be thought of as utilizing common social and customer-based
design elements and applying it into a different application or purpose than its original, intended
use. People, on average, spend 40.7 hours a week at work and in some professions, this can be
much more. Work-based or corporate-based applications serve its business purpose, but
generally are not considered to be user-friendly, engaging, or aesthetically pleasing yet does
satisfy what is needed for the company to operate. Markova and Moracova discuss a challenge
they were presented in enhancing an application to be usable, functional, intuitive, pleasurable,
and simple for employees, similar to what we would expect as retail customers shopping online
at Amazon or ordering food from Grub Hub (2019). The approach used was through use of
personas and user journeys to better understand users and to be able to segment them into
9

differing user groups that may have different needs or desires (outside of commonly used
demographic data). Modularity and scalability in its design were also key elements as that
allowed the designers to continually build and expand its design to satisfy the differing personas
and their individual wants and needs.
Millennials make up 35% of the workforce, closely followed by Gen Z. Technology is
constantly advancing and influencing how the younger generations interact, function, and have
come to e pect as their minimum standard of technolog . With our employees experiencing
this level of personalization [or other technological advancements or design elements] elsewhere
as customers, they have come to expect a similar level of e perience as emplo ees (Rand,
2019), yet corporate employee applications have not, for the most part, engaged in such
application redesigns. The concept of customer-centric design can be more broadly thought of as
a universal design approach that meets the needs and affordances of users in general, not a
differentiation between customers and employees.
Universal Design Principles
Universal design principles are common design strategies that can be universally applied
to all types of designs, mediums, purposes, and users. Its intent is to make our human-made
world as accessible and usable as possible for as diverse a user population as possible (Preiser,
58). It is based on seven guiding principles, devised by the Center of Universal Design in 1997,
used to influence usable designs that designers and consumers alike can adapt to and
comprehend:
1. Equitable Use design is useful and marketable to any group of users
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2. Flexibility in Use

design accommodates a wide range of individual preferences and

abilities
3. Simple and Intuitive Use

design is easy to understand, regardless of user experience

4. Perceptible Information

design communicates necessary information effectively to the

user
5. Tolerance for Error

design minimizes hazards and adverse consequences of unintended

actions
6. Low Physical Effort

design can be used efficiently and comfortably with minimum

fatigue
7. Size and Space for Approach and Use

design uses appropriate size and space provided

While these universal design principles were set forth in 1997, well before the big rise and
reliance upon the Internet, one can see how its applicability holds true for web and application
design as well. Websites being responsive supports equitable use (Principle #1) across different
types of devices, accessible on a desktop browser or a mobile phone. Use of iconic
representation on websites support simplicity and intuitiveness (Principle #3), given that the
pictorial images used as icons are self-explanatory, e.g. an icon of an airplane would represent
the airport when used for navigational purposes. Likewise, alignment, readability, and proximity
are just a few design paradigms (Lidwell, 2003) in which websites are designed to make best use
of its space (Principle #7).
Though as technology advances, so does the universally accepted standards and scope of
inclusivity. For example, in more recent years, the definition of universal design, as defined by
Section 508, a government-wide IT accessibility program, has been more specifically defined as
the design and composition of an environment so that it can be accessed, understood and used
11

to the greatest e tent possible b all people regardless of their age, si e, abilit or disabilit
(Section508.gov, 2017)

disability being the key word in its definition. With 1 out of 8 people

in the U.S. known to have a disability, the concept of accessible design or inclusive design has
arisen. Accessible or inclusive design does not have to be thought of as a new concept, but
rather the use of the universal design principles through a different lens. Take color blindness as
an example, the most common form of color blindness is deuteranopia, which skews reds and
greens to appear as yellowish (Lambert, 2018). Instead of using reds and greens in a design, a
designer can use blues and yellows instead and also use other visual indicators aside from color.
This, however, does not change the fundamental application of universal design principles, but
rather creates a wider scope of inclusiveness and accessibility. Universal design principles may
not be a one-size-fits-all approach, but has been intentionally defined to be adaptable and flexible
enough to keep current as time lapses and as technology advances.
Gamification
In its most generic form, game can be defined as a s stem where different outcomes are
assigned different values, the player exerts effort in order to influence the outcome, the player
feels attached to the outcome, and the consequences of the activit are optional and negotiable
(Koster, 12). While, gamification is the art and science of applying gaming elements into an
application to promote learning, engagement, and fun. Gamification concepts can be applied to
any medium, inclusive of web applications. Game design frameworks provide structure and a
methodology by which designers can incorporate gaming components to their application and
often promotes universality in its application such that it is applied simply and intuitively for
users. One of the most recognized game design frameworks is the MDA framework, which
stands for Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics, was designed by Hunicke, LeBlanc, and Zubek
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for the purposes of studying game design and game artifacts by developers, scholars, and
researchers alike. The MDA framework formalizes the consumption of games by breaking
them into their distinct components:

Rules

System

"Fun"

and establishing their design counterparts:

Mechanics

Dynamics

Aesthetics

Figure 2: Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics (MDA) Gamification Framework
(Hunicke, LeBlanc, & Zubek, 2004). Each of the components of the MDA framework are
interrelated and work together to provide structure and a common language for designers and
developers to discuss and evaluate its gaming design. Likewise, it also gives structure and
categorization to feedback from consumers or game players back to designers.
Each component of the MDA framework can be thought of as a lens or a view of the
game separate, but casuall linked (Hunicke, LeBlanc, & Zubek, 2004). From a designer s
lens, the mechanics, or rather rules of the game, influence how the application is designed and
developed, which then opens up opportunities to incorporate fun aesthetics. While from a
consumer s lens, the aesthetics come first and set the tone of the application and its lasting
impression with the consumer; the dynamics and mechanics make the aesthetics and the purpose
of the application come to fruition. The MDA framework can be universally applied to different
applications of gamification, though has been criticized by some game designers of being too
play-centric. This is why variations of the MDA framework have been devised that are
specifically aimed towards different applications of gamification. The DDE framework, which
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stands for Design, Dynamics, and Experience, was introduced by Wolfgang Walk for the
adaptation of narrative design. Its framework breaks down the MDA in more granular
components, though continues to maintain the segregation of designer vs. consumer influences.

Design

Dynamics

Experience

Blueprint

Player to Game

Senses

Mechanics

Player to Player

Interface

Game to Game

Emotions
Intellect
Perception

Figure 3: Design, Dynamics, and Experience (DDE) Gamification Framework
Design factors in the narrative design and ideas (blueprint), the code and game rules
(mechanics), and the look and feel (interface). Dynamics factors in the interaction model
between the game and the player, e.g. how a user would engage with the game. These factors are
driven and defined by the designer itself. Similar to the Aesthetics component of the MDA
framework, the Experience factor of the DDE framework is the level where [designers] lose full
control over the work (even indirectly), because that is where the individual perception of the
player takes over. The player can sense, feel and think whatever they want about the experience.
[This is why] the better the designer knows the target audience, and the better the game targets
that audience, the better the game will be received. (Walk, 2015). Whether it is the MDA
framework or the DDE framework, these game design frameworks provide a templated approach
in thinking and breaking down game components into manageable and individual components.
It gives focus to what can be an overwhelming endeavor of application and game design.
Literary Review Conclusion
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Applications are not designed and developed based on any one methodology or strategy
there is not a one-size-fits-all approach to application design. What is common across all of the
design strategies discussed in the literary review is that users are the center and main focus group
when making design decisions. Its user-centric approach to design is generally an iterative and
agile model that utilizes prototypes to test and try out design ideas on what works and what does
not work from a usability, problem resolution, and engagement perspective. Applications that do
not put the user first in its design are likely to be less attractive, less engaging, and less optimal
to use. These frameworks are intended to provide structure, guidance, and common language
into, what can be thought of as, a piece of artistic work that has been designed to be viewed and
to interact with a group of users. It includes its underlying, back-end mechanics and
technologies components to support its application design and functionality. Decisions need to
be made by designers as to how to best approach the problem being solved and the best design to
use to satisfy and engage users. This literary review provides ways in which to break down what
can be an overwhelming design task to varying structured approaches that can be used for
successful application design and prototyping.

Methodology
Employee engagement has been a buzz word in the HR space for some time. Many startup companies have grabbed onto this niche problem to solve by developing applications to
facilitate employee engagement in various different ways, while larger Human Capital
Management (HCM) enterprise product companies have been incorporating concepts of
continuous feedback into their existing platforms. As part of the methodology to design and
prototype Voice of the Employee, I will be evaluating 10-20 existing employee engagement
applications to review its design aesthetics and evaluate its effectiveness from a user experience
15

perspective, as well as its effectiveness to solve for the organizational HR problem at hand.
Some of the applications that will be reviewed are:
Smaller Niche Applications
Bonusly

focused upon a rewards-based approach of employee recognition

Culture Amp
Hyphen

focused upon data analytics and machine learning

survey tool with ability to track results and action plans

OfficeVibe focused upon engaging employees and empowering managers
PeakOn focused on employee engagement, experience, and retention
Tiny Pulse

focused upon small pulse surveys and peer collaboration

Larger Enterprise Level Applications
Oracle HCM Cloud

enterprise HCM application with goal and performance

management modules
Qualitrics XM

enterprise-wide survey tool with strong data analytics back-end

Workday HCM

enterprise HCM application with continuous feedback and talent and

performance tracking
WorkHuman

enterprise social recognition and performance feedback application

The prototype design will utilize the evaluation of these employee engagement applications to
determine features and design that would be most impactful and promote a positive user
experience for employees and manager alike. The prototype design will take shape in phases and
iterative agile builds, focused upon the employee experience and then the manager experience.
Throughout each iterative build, a survey will be sent to HR and HR Technology professionals to
gather feedback on the prototype, with a focus on effectiveness of the application and its overall
design and UX. Its feedback will be incorporated into the final prototype design.
16

Similar to the Pedagogical Playability Heuristics (PPH) framework used by Guo and Goh
in evaluating its Information Literacy game prototype, Library Escape, I would seek to use a
similar approach in gathering prototype feedback on Voice of the Employee.
Captivation of
Interest
Meeting User
Needs
Building
Confidence
Self-Assessment

Does the prototype capture employee interest and
stimulate their curiosity? Is the prototype relevant
and of interest to employees?
Does the prototype make the objectives and goals
clear? Is the prototype delivered in ways and
mediums that would engage the worker to participate
in?
Do workers feel that the prototype would improve
employee engagement? Do managers find the
information and feedback relevant and actionable?
Does the prototype provide a level of transparency to
employees? How can managers and leader measure
success of employee engagement?

While the PPH framework is used to evaluate educational games, like with various frameworks
and methodologies, it can be adaptable to apply to different means and applications. Similar
approach can be used to evaluate relevancy, usefulness, confidence, and interest of any
application that serves to solve a problem in which Voice of the Employee seeks to solve the
problem of immeasurable and/or lack of employee engagement in the workplace.

Focusing on User Experience
The design of Voice of the Employee focuses upon the user first. There are two primary
user bases for the application

employees and managers, though managers themselves are also

employees. As a result, when designing the user experience of the application, cohesiveness and
common usability objectives were necessar . Utili ing Rubin s usabilit objectives, the user
experience of employees and managers can be evaluated, and its design components can each be
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tied back to the user, thereby proving that it serves a usability purpose and not merely overmechanic of the application.
Usefulness – Does it satisfy the needs of the user?
From an employee perspective, the purpose of Voice of the Employee is to be able to
share feedback with managers on a real-time basis. The design components supporting
usefulness for employees include:
o Daily pulse surveys

short, quick surveys that are distributed to employees as a

pulse check on an emplo ee s sentiment that da or at that point in time (see
Figure 7 and Figure 9)
Follow-up surveys – more in-depth surveys with targeted questions that are
distributed to employees to obtain additional feedback and insights (see Figure 8: Employee
Targeted Daily Pulse Survey
o )
From a manager perspective, the purpose of Voice of the Employee is to be able to gain
insight on employee satisfaction, morale, and overall engagement with the immediate
team and the larger organization. The design components supporting usefulness for
managers include:
o Data metrics of surveys

quantitative view of employee surveys, e.g.

participation rate and graphical representation of employee responses (see Figure
13)
o Trend analysis

qualitative evaluation and intelligence to identify trends in data

and to provide insights to managers on potential problem areas (see Figure 14)
Effectiveness – Does it perform as expected?
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From an employee perspective, the effectiveness of Voice of the Employee can be
analyzed across multiple dimensions of the application.
o Application performance

does the application render its data and functionality

within a user acceptable timeframe? This generally means immediately, within 12 seconds, in toda s technological environment. Emplo ees would e pect that
the application performs at the same speed and performance as would any
consumer-based site, e.g. Amazon or Google.
o User expectation

does the application facilitate an open line of communication

and does the employee feel that it is effective in promoting employee
engagement? While the application provides the technology to gather data,
analyze the data, provide insights, and measure progress, the effectiveness of the
application is hugel dependent upon an organi ation s commitment to emplo ee
engagement and workplace culture. If an organization is not committed to change
and holding managers accountable for employee engagement, then the
effectiveness of the application will, in turn, also fail.
o Built-in transparency

application feature that provides employees with

transparency to participation and survey results in aggregate form. This is
important for social awareness to encourage participation and to be able to tie
back in the results to actions the organization may or may not be taking to
improve employee engagement (see Figure 7).
From a manager perspective, the effectiveness of Voice of the Employee is like that of the
employee, but in addition, there are some mechanics incorporated that is intended to
further enhance the effectiveness of the application for managers
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o Data intelligence

application returns not just the survey data results like many

survey tools that exist in the market, but also has built-in artificial intelligence that
provides trending analysis, insights, and recommendations targeted at improving
employee engagement and identifying anomalies in the data. This provides
managers with the appropriate tools and aids to focus upon the people aspect of
being a manager and improve upon overall managerial effectiveness. This is in
line with many HR studies that happy employees are more productive and
effective in their work.
o Manager checklist

application feature that organizes an action plan for

managers to keep themselves accountable for their actions to improve upon
employee engagement, e.g. add articles to read, add action / to-do steps, etc. (see
Figure 15)
Learnability – Is it easy to use?
The design of Voice of the Employee utilizes commonly known and used personal and consumerbased design aesthetics to minimize, potentially even eliminate, the learning curve required to
use the application for both employees and managers. Focusing upon user experience, the intent
set forth on the design of the application was that it should not be carry with it the notion of
being a boring, comple , and non-intuitive corporate looking application , but rather it would
utilize design components and images that are commonly known to all and does not require the
user to learn how to navigate or interpret the application.
Pictorial images

use of icons, instead of words, to display features and functionality

(see Figure 7 for examples of where pictorial images were used for the employee user
interface and Figure 13 for the manager user interface)
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o envelope icon to represent inbox messages or notifications
o finger pointer to denote user selection
o emoji faces to represent each of the emotional sentiments
o star to represent a point / reward system
o exclamation mark to highlight an area of warning
o thumbs up emoji to show positive representation
Easy navigation

targeted and intentional guided menu selection and navigational flow

throughout the application
o easy menu navigation (see Figure 6)
o guided walk through to narrate and tell a story about the data, e.g. manager
dashboard (see Figure 13)
story introduction

presents the facts (survey data results)

sets the stage for the story to come

highlights data trends and anomalies

body of the story

provides insights and recommendations

story conclusion

provides ability for closure through manager action

plan
Likeability – How does the user feel about it?
The purpose of Voice of the Employee is to gauge likeability of the manager and the
organizational culture. As such, an application that to intended to measure likeability must also
be likeable to its users, otherwise it fails on two fronts. The design of Voice of the Employee is
unlike that of general large scale, enterprise applications, but rather focuses upon a more fun, laid
back, and customer-oriented approach to its design, such as:
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Conversational

use of the conversation bubble image to ask questions makes the design

more personable and conversational, as opposed to it being perceived as a corporate
mandated task that must be completed (see Figure 6)
Personalization

ability to upload your own personal avatar and its personalized

welcome greeting makes the application more inviting to users, similar to that of social
media sites but in the workplace
Pulse survey approach

use of quick, pulse surveys as opposed to long text-based

surveys allows for employees to provide just-in-time feedback immediately without it
becoming a work chore. Where additional feedback is desired, the application is mindful
of an emplo ee s time and provides the emplo ee with the option to complete the
additional questions immediately or at a later time (see Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9).

Customer-Centric Design Approach
Through the various iterative reviews and drafts of the Voice of the Employee prototype,
the design and usability were tested against customer-centric usability design approaches to
ensure that the application meets the needs and affordances of all types of users. This evaluation
goes beyond merely thinking about users as just employees and managers but rather, breaking
the groups down into more granular segments that can be used as personas to walk through the
application prototype. These user journeys of each of the personas against the application
prototype is important in order to determine if the design is effective, usable, and functional for
each of the personas. This is particularly important in the case of Voice of the Employee as its
goal is for as close to 100% participation as possible across its entire workforce to get full
representation.
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Identify Personas
The personas used to evaluate the effectiveness and usability of the application include the
below, more granular definitions of employees and managers:
Employee personas
o New employee (hired within last 3 months)
o Lifer employee (employed with company over 20 years)
o High performer (high productivity and promotable employee)
o Disgruntled employee (vocal complainer of negativity)
o Non-tech savvy employee
o Late night worker (employee who worked beyond normal business hours)
Manager personas
o People-focused manager (manager that cares about the well-being of their
employees)
o All work, no play manager (manager that knows little about their employees)
o Global manager (manager who manages employees globally)
o On-site manager (manager who manages co-located employees)
o Project manager (indirect manager of a team of employees)
User Journeys
Each of these personas are then used to walk through the user journey outlined below to
evaluate its design effectiveness. Any identified design deficiencies for a particular persona
would need to be evaluated to determine if, how, and when they are to be addressed. As with
any application development, there is a cost-benefit analysis that should be reviewed to
determine if the design deficiency should be addressed
23

does its benefit outweigh its cost to

design and implement? The general categories that should be analyzed in user journey reviews
are:
Usability

Is the application usable for the persona? Does it meet the expectations that

the persona has of the application?
Functionality

Does the functionality available satisfy the needs of the persona? Does it

include functionality necessary for persona to repeatedly participate and use the
application?
Intuitiveness

Is the navigation and content intuitive for the persona? Can the persona

easily utilize the application without technical support or assistance?
Satisfaction

Is the persona satisfied with the application? Does it provide the persona

with the relevant functionality and data needed to meet its objectives of the application?
Simplicity

Is the application simple for the user to use? Does the application have a

learning curve for the persona?
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Below is the user journey for the employee user experience where each of the employee personas
are walked through.

Figure 4: Employee User Journey
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Below is the user journey for the manager user experience where each of the manager personas
are walked through.

Figure 5: Manager User Journey
Modularity and Scalability
The Voice of the Employee went through multiple design iterations to get to the prototype
presented. The initial focus was on designing the foundational components of the application,
which included the application theme, design layout, basic navigation, the pulse surveys, and the
survey results. After these foundational components were set, it was then that additional
functionality and usability design aesthetics were incorporated. The application design is
modular and scalable to be able to continually build and expand its design for added features and
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for enhancements to design aesthetics to better satisfy the differing personas. Some of these
additional modules added to the application design later into the process include:
Personalization features, e.g. avatar (see Figure 12)
Leaderboard (see Figure 10)
Employee point and reward system (see Figure 11)
Manager checklist (see Figure 15)
Manager recommendations and suggested reference materials (see Figure 13 and Figure
14)

Applying Universal Design Principles
From the onset of the Voice of the Employee application design, universal principles of
design were consciously and subconsciously being applied. There are some common design
principles that were subconsciously applied based on what is aesthetically pleasing to the eye and
what is commonly seen in many other applications used in day-to-day life. However, there were
also some design principles that were consciously applied and incorporated into the prototype
design. Lidwell s Universal Principles of Design was used as a reference to ensure varying
universal design principles were being applied, where applicable. Some of which are:
Color
o Red angry face emoji used to highlight its extreme sentiment in the emoji scale
(see Figure 7)
o Green used to represent Great! on the bar graph of surve results vs. red used to
represent Terrible on the bar graph (see Figure 14)
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Symbolic colors used to match the sentiments

green symbolizes

positivity ( go on a traffic stoplight) while red symbolizes negativity
( stop at a stoplight)
Complementary colors used for contrast on stacked bar graph to represent
varying data sets
o Contrasting colors used for header and buttons
White text on blue background for header
White text on dark gray background for buttons
Control
o With the goal of Voice of the Employee being to encourage the utmost
participation from employees, technology and technological savviness should not
be a barrier to usage of the application. For this reason, there is reduced level of
control provided by the application to the user to eliminate any proficiency
barriers or learning curves of using the application.
Limited menu selections available to drive and focus upon key features
(see Figure 6)
Guided walk-through approach to navigation, e.g. conversational format
so that user does not need to be proficient or experienced in the
application to use it (see Figure 8)
Alignment
o Home page menu items are center aligned to drive focus to the key navigational
buttons to use the application (see Figure 6)
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o Personalization icons, e.g. avatar and inbox, are right aligned consistently
throughout all screens to create cohesion and stability (see similarity in alignment
of Figure 6 and Figure 7)
o Manager survey results facets are left aligned with the bar graph aligned as a
separate column to its immediate right, consistent with people reading text from
left-to-right (see Figure 13)
Readability
o The text content used within the application has been designed as short and
concise blocks of text that provides clarity and brief explanations of the graphical
and pictorial images utilized in its design.
Text labels for each of the emoji face icons (see Figure 7 for where
applied to the employee user interface and Figure 13 for where applied for
the manager user interface)
Break up of text blocks on manager dashboard of data insight text, next to
the warning icon, and recommendations text, below the data insight,
describing potential causes for data anomaly (see Figure 13)
Short and simple pulse questions that can easily be answered without
much effort (see Figure 7Employee General Daily Pulse Survey, Figure 8,
and Figure 9)
Proximity
o The differing scales used in the design of survey responses are examples of where
proximity was intentionally utilized in its design.
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Face emojis

there is a gradual decline in sentiment or satisfaction as the

employee slides their response pointer from left (happ
face) to right (angr

Great! emoji

Terrible emoji face). The farther the proximity of

the emoji faces, the farther its commonality. The closer the proximity of
the emoji faces, the closer its commonality and perceived relatedness (see
Figure 7).
Thumb emoji

similar to that of the face emojis scale, the semicircular

thumb emoji scale utili es pro imit in its design to illustrate thumbs up
as the highest satisfaction rating vs. thumbs down (4 levels down the
scale) as the lowest satisfaction rating (see Figure 9)
Survey results facets

the manager dashboard also utilizes the same

sequencing and proximity ordering of its survey results facets for
consistency in design to the employee user interface and as a visual cue
(see Figure 13 and Figure 14)
Layering
o Layering and opacity used on the sentiment scale for employee survey responses.
All available response options are displayed at 40% opacity, while the selected
response option is displayed at 100% opacity to highlight its selection. This is in
addition to also the finger pointer showing the response selection. (see Figure 7)
o The stacked bar graph displaying survey results utilized layering to show the
multiple facets and data sets available. It utilizes contrasting colors stacked
vertically to illustrate its multi-dimensional layering of survey results. (see Figure
14)
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Incorporating Gamification Techniques
As a means of encouraging participation and promoting employee engagement, the
design of Voice of the Employee was also reviewed against gamification design techniques to add
the perceived fun factor into the application design. The game design framework utilized to
break down and evaluate the design components of the application was the MDA framework,
which stood for Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics. This helped to determine its design
purpose within the gamification artform starting with defining its mechanics, then dynamics, and
lastly its aesthetics. Though to validate its gaming effectiveness as a consumer of the product,
there is a need to run through the MDA backwards from a consumer s lens who views aesthetics
first, followed by dynamics, and then lastly the hidden mechanics of the application.
Mechanics
Mechanics are the rules of the application as defined by Hunicke, LeBlanc, and Zubek (2004),
which provides opportunities for incorporation of fun design aesthetics

the systemic

functionality of the application. Some of the mechanics of Voice of the Employee include:
Constants throughout all screens of the application:
o Personalized greeting below header that changes depending upon the screen or
action intended to be taken b the emplo ee, e.g. Welcome Back Jennifer!
changes to Reward Yourself Jennifer! when accessing the Redeem Rewards
screen (see Figure 11)
o Star reward points is dynamically incremented and decremented based on reward
points earned and spent
o Upon clicking the Home Page link on the menu bar, application redirects to
Home Page (see Figure 6)
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o Upon clicking the FAQs link on the menu bar, application redirects to the FAQ
screen
o Upon clicking the Avatar icon, application redirects to Personalization screen to
upload or delete the personal avatar
o Upon clicking the Inbox icon, application redirects to Inbox screen listing all
notifications and surveys not yet responded to
o Conversational bubble text changes based on the intended employee action to take
Employee Home Page (see Figure 6)
o Upon clicking the Complete Surve s button, application redirects to list of
surveys not yet responded to
o Upon clicking the View Leaderboard button, application redirects to the
Leaderboard screen
o Upon clicking the Redeem Stars button, application redirects to the Redeem
Rewards screen (see Figure 11)
o Upon clicking the Manager Dashboard button, application redirects to the
Manager Dashboard (see Figure 13Figure 13)
Employee General Daily Pulse Survey (see Figure 7)
o Participation percentage counter indicating overall team participation rate
o Finger pointer to select valid response option
o Circular dots on horizontal scale indicating response options
o Submit button to submit the response(s) entered and complete the survey
Employee Targeted Daily Pulse Survey (see Figure 8)
o Yes and No selection boxes to tap and select response
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o Cascading questions displayed to show only relevant questions to the employee
based on prior responses
o Lighter color gray background used on response buttons to indicate not selected,
whereas a darker shade of gray background used to highlight selected responses
o Submit button to submit the response(s) entered and complete the survey
Employee Just-in-Time Pulse Survey (see Figure 9)
o Thumbs up icon for response selection, similar to the finger pointer slider in the
Daily Pulse Survey example in Figure 7

this mechanic is another way in which

to select a response with the lines around the semicircle being the stop points of
the thumb
o Submit button to submit the response(s) entered and complete the survey
Employee Thank You for Participating Page (see Figure 10)
o Display of reward points earned by completing and submitting the survey

the

number of points earned is established by the survey administrator based on the
length and importance value of the survey
o Display of badge level achieved based on total number of points earned to date,
e.g. apprentice level
o Response buttons center aligned asking employees to complete additional survey
questions, e.g. Yes, Can Do So Now , Yes, But Later , and No Thanks
o Display of a leaderboard showing the top participants of the month
mechanic
Employee Redeem Reward Page (see Figure 11)
o

Add button to add reward to cart for redemption
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time-based

o Display of total points available for potential redemption of rewards
Employee Avatar Personalization Page (see Figure 12)
o Upload button to select an individualized avatar to personalize the application and
further promote the conversation between the user and the application
o Remove button to remove the existing avatar and return back to the default avatar
Manager Dashboard with Survey Results (see Figure 13Figure 13 and Figure 14)
o Display of participation rates of manager s own team vs. those of his/her peers
o Response facet buttons left aligned as rounded rectangles that are intended to
control the stacks displayed on the bar graph
o Stacked bar graph that maps survey response data by percentage of responses and
employee location

the mechanics of the stacked bar graph refreshes data based

on survey responses and selected response facets
o Data insight mechanics provide artificial intelligence of trends and data anomalies
o Suggested readings and recommendations are pulled from a library of articles that
can be searched upon to display relevant readings to managers
o Arrow can be used to scroll the list of suggested readings
o

View Your Manager Checklist button available to view all to-do items and
action plans

Manager Checklist (see Figure 15)
o View action items saved for manager to-do and/or follow-up
o

Done button to mark action item as completed to remove from the checklist

o Progress bar to visually see the progression of the action item by the manager
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Dynamics
D namics are the s stem components of the application as defined b Hunicke, LeBlanc, and
Zubek (2004), which provides the systemic means to join the mechanics with the aesthetics of
the gamified design. Some of the dynamics of Voice of the Employee include:
Constants throughout all screens of the application:
o Header with application name on top
o Personali ed greeting below header, e.g. Welcome Back Jennifer!
o Points and level earned displayed below the personalized greeting, e.g. 150 stars /
Apprentice level
o Menu bar on top with navigational elements to return to home page and view
FAQs
o Avatar and Inbox icons on upper right to navigate to personalization features
o Panda avatar that acts as the artificial intelligence robot conversationally talking
to the user to guide them through actions within the application
Employee Home Page (see Figure 6)
o Menu buttons center aligned on screen with rounded rectangular buttons that are
consistently used throughout application
Employee General Daily Pulse Survey (see Figure 7)
o Dynamic calculation of participation rate of peers as survey responses are
submitted
o Finger pointer used for as a slider for selection of response to survey question
o Circular dots on horizontal scale are stop points for sliding
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o Upon clicking the Submit button, survey responses are saved, and employee is
redirected to the Thank You screen
Employee Targeted Daily Pulse Survey (see Figure 8)
o Upon clicking Yes or No selection boxes, a red X will be displayed to
indicate the selection response; if employee changes their response, the red X
would be removed from the previous selection and displayed onto the new
selection
o Determination of cascaded questions based on prior response selected, e.g. a
differing question will be displayed to the emplo ee if the selected Yes vs.
No in the prior question, as illustrated in Figure 8
o Upon selection of one of the response buttons, background color of button will
change but lighter to darker (indicating selection) or darker to lighter (indicating
de-selection)
o Upon clicking the Submit button, surve responses are saved, and employee is
redirected to the Thank You screen
Employee Just-in-Time Pulse Survey (see Figure 9)
o Thumb icon can be turned around the semicircle to indicate response options
o Lines around the semicircle are stop points for the thumb turning
o Upon clicking the Submit button, surve responses are saved, and emplo ee is
redirected to the Thank You screen
Employee Thank You for Participating Page (see Figure 10)
o Dynamic calculation of points earned based on existing points plus newly
completed surveys
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o Update of badge level when employee earns above a predefined threshold of
participation
o Upon clicking Yes, Can Do So Now button, application redirects to the
additional survey questions for employee to respond now
o Upon clicking Yes, But Later button, application saves the surve in Inbo and
as a survey not yet responded to for future access
o Upon clicking No Thanks button, application redirects back to Home Page and
does not save survey for future access
o Dynamic calculation of leaderboard of all employee participants
Employee Redeem Reward Page (see Figure 11)
o

Add button is gra ed out when emplo ee does not have sufficient points to
redeem that particular reward

o Decrease of total reward points available when points are redeemed for rewards
Employee Avatar Personalization Page (see Figure 12)
o

Upload button to have the abilit to select and upload a personalized avatar to
the application

o

Remove button to remove the e isting avatar and return to the default avatar
image

Manager Dashboard with Survey Results (see Figure 13 and Figure 14)
o Calculation of participation rates of manager s own team vs. those of his/her peers
o Upon selection of one of the response facet buttons, background color of button
will change but lighter to darker (indicating selection) or darker to lighter
(indicating de-selection)
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o Dynamic generation of stacked bar graph to map survey response data by
percentage of responses and employee location
o Incorporation of external employee demographics and data to incorporate into
quantitative analysis for additional segmentation of data
o Data mining to determine insights, trends, and data anomalies
o Data mining to provide suggested readings and recommendations
o Upon clicking the Arrow icon, articles can be scrolled through for viewing of
clips
o Upon clicking the View Your Manager Checklist button, application redirects
to the manager checklist screen to view all to-do items and action plans saved
Manager Checklist (see Figure 15)
o Tracking of manager progress towards completion of an action item on the
checklist and illustrated through the progress bar
o

Done checkbo to mark an action item completed and remove from the
checklist

Aesthetics
Aesthetics are the fun aspects of the application as defined b Hunicke, LeBlanc, and Zubek
(2004). These are the features in which users first see and interact with that gives a first
impression of the application and keeps the users from repeatedly returning back to the
application for more fun . Some of the aesthetics of Voice of the Employee include:
Constants throughout all screens of the application:
o Gamified approach to entice repeat users and participation by incorporating a
point and reward system and a badging system to achieve ranking levels
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o Personalized avatar to provide a personal empowerment and interaction
o Panda avatar as a cute and inviting narrator of the application
o Conversational bubbles, similar to that of comic strips, as a fun wa to provide
navigational text
Employee Home Page (see Figure 6)
o Use of rounded rectangular menu buttons that appear more aesthetically pleasing
and are centrally aligned for easy viewing
Employee General Daily Pulse Survey (see Figure 7)
o Display of participation rate to create a sense of social participation, similar to
that of the number of likes or shares that a social media post may have
o Finger pointer used for as navigational pointer, similar to that of browser points
o Use of emoji face icons to illustrate sentiment responses leverages universal
knowledge of emojis from personal applications and social media, creating a noncorporate feel to the application
o Dotted horizontal line with circular stop points is like that of a subway map and
creates of sense of being on a journey
Employee Targeted Daily Pulse Survey (see Figure 8)
o Red X indicating response provides a clear way of highlighting selected response
o Use of cascading questions eliminates clutter (eliminates the types of survey
questions such as If no, skip to question 4 ) and displa s onl information that is
pertinent to the user at that point in time
o Use of color shading to denote selections
Employee Just-in-Time Pulse Survey (see Figure 9)
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o Use of the thumbs up icon to indicate positive or negative response and as a
pointer in itself is a graphical approach to the typical number scale used on
surveys, e.g. radio buttons with numbers 1-5 with 1 being the best and 5 being the
worse
o Textual reference of the thumb pointer to provide alternative means to describe
response, e.g. It was Great! (thumbs up) or It was Just OK (thumb hori ontal)
Employee Thank You for Participating Page (see Figure 10)
o Sensitivity for employee time in providing options for employee to complete the
additional questions now or later
o Display of leadership of all employee participants to create a sense of competition
and achievement
Employee Redeem Reward Page (see Figure 11)
o Availability of fun and useful rewards that can be redeemed for through reward
points earned (stars)
o Use of large tile images to display reward options is an illustrative approach to list
all options, similar to that of many consumer-based sites like Pinterest or You
Tube
Employee Avatar Personalization Page (see Figure 12)
o Abilit to individuali e the application to upload one s own avatar to the
application
Manager Dashboard with Survey Results (see Figure 13 and Figure 14)
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o Display of participation rates of manager s own team vs. those of his/her peers
also creates a sense of competition amongst managers to encourage employee
participation
o Use of caution icons to illustratively bring attention and indicate an area of
concern for managers to more closely review
o Dynamic generation of stacked bar graph to map survey response data by
percentage of responses and employee location (illustrative view vs. a series of
numbers)
o Incorporation of data insights, trends, and data anomalies

qualitative analysis vs.

just quantitative numbers
o Linkage to suggested readings and recommendations that are actionable by
managers and will keep managers returning to the application for further activities
and analysis
o Interactivity to scroll through suggested readings rather than pre-assignments
creates a sense of engagement and empowerment for the managers to be
responsible and accountable for their own action plan towards better employee
engagement
o Manager checklist to view all to-do items and action plans saved further enforces
responsibility and accountability on the part of the manager
Manager Checklist (see Figure 15)
o Consolidation of action items to keep managers accountable for their action plans,
inclusive of due dates
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o Display of progress bar to track manager progression to completion of an action
item on the checklist

Conclusion
The purpose of this project was to design an application that can gain insight on
employee sentiments and feedback on a real-time basis and using that data to provide managers
and organizations with metrics and recommendations to better engage employees. An interactive
application prototype was produced to demonstrate how a corporate application and its user
experience can be designed to incorporate consumer-based aesthetics while still satisfying a
business objective. The prototype was designed in Adobe XD. Its tools enabled the designing of
each of the screens individually, while also giving the ability to create shared universal
components that can be applied throughout all screens. It also provided the ability to create
interactivity into the prototype that can be reviewed here - https://xd.adobe.com/view/ce76b4ff354e-423a-4762-db8fcbbebb4a-b847/?fullscreen.
The design of Voice of the Employee was reviewed against multiple design frameworks
that each influenced the application prototype. The focus upon user experience provided the
initial design framework to validate its general objectives, usefulness, effectiveness, learnability,
and likeability of the application. Followed by then the focus upon customer-centric design in
reviewing personas and user journeys to validate usability across a diverse set of employees,
each of which may have different motivating factors in the use of the application and in overall
employee engagement. The complete application prototype design was then reviewed against
universal web design principles to ensure compliance with best practices such as the use of color,
control, alignment, readability, etc. In some cases, the review of the universal web design
principles against the prototype was validation that the prototype was designed correctly, while
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in some cases, minor changes to the design were made to further enhance usability and web
appearance. Lastly, the final review of the application prototype looked at and incorporated
gamification techniques and components to add more fun to its design. Given that the
participation and usage of the application is intended to be optional for employees, ease of use,
fun, and social participation factors are key aesthetics necessary in its design for repeated and
effective usage over time.
Further iterations of Voice of the Employee can expand upon more survey formats,
greater data analysis formats, improved insights, linkages to curated content providers, and
incorporation of psychological and organizational behaviors as the sciences of employee
engagement. Additional features and functionality can also be modularly incorporated into the
application through continual design iterations, similar to that of the reward redemption function,
which was not included in my original designs. To truly productionize and incorporate this
application into the workplace, in particular into larger corporations, integrations and
partnerships with Human Capital Management systems would be extremely beneficial as it
would bring in additional data points that can be used to better target employee populations and
it can provide a one-stop-shop for employees to manage all human resource and employee
activities. Varying web formats is also essential for such an application. The prototype design
took a mobile first approach in designing for a smartphone with the viewpoint of just-in-time,
on-the-go usage by employees, however, in the workplace, it is essential to also have desktop
and varying formats available to its users. In the actual coding and development of the
application, other usability components will also need to be incorporated beyond the visual
design as seen through the prototype screens, such as accessibility design, information security
protection, confidentiality agreements, etc.
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All in all, the Voice of the Employee application prototype design project gives a glimpse
of the foundational components and modular framework of how such an employee engagement
application could look like and fulfill organizationally. However, the application does not
replace the need for organizational and leadership buy-in to an employee focused culture,
holding managers and leaders accountable for employee engagement and satisfaction. The
application just provides the technology and tools to enable such cultural organizational shifts,
just like a sewing machine is a great tool for sewing clothes but if ou don t know how to use it
or do not have the willingness to learn, then it s a useless tool.
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Prototype Screenshots – Employee User Interface
Figure 6: Employee Home Page

Personalized home page for all employees that serves as the entry point to navigate
throughout the application, highlighting its key features on a single screen

Personalization features
that are right aligned
consistently throughout
application

Simple, conversational text
bubbles to lighten mood
and provide a sense of
invitingness to participate

Avatar
Inbox

Center aligned menu
navigation as focal, control
point of home page
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Figure 7: Employee General Daily Pulse Survey

Sample general daily pulse survey that can be sent to employees any business day

Participation percentage as
a form of encouragement
to entice others to
participate in the survey
Emoji face sentiment
scale that demonstrates
proximity and layering
design principles

Finger pointer to illustrate the
response selection and to be
used as a slider to select a
sentiment response from the
horizontal scale
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Figure 8: Employee Targeted Daily Pulse Survey
Sample daily pulse survey that is targeted to be sent to employees if detected that
they are leaving the office late at night, beyond the normal business day

Conversational and personable
text block to engage with the
employee to participate

Use of external factors,
e.g. time of day, to
group a set of users and
target questions based
on their behaviors

Simple and streamlined followup questions based on previous
response that utilize the same
design aesthetics and
organizational flow of the pulse
surveys
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Figure 9: Employee Just-In-Time Pulse Survey

Sample just-in-time pulse survey that is sent to employees immediately after a special
event or incidence

Thumbs up emoji can be
turned to indicate user
satisfaction with the special
event, which is another
way in which demonstrates
proximity by the thumbs up
(satisfied) being the
farthest away to turn to get
to a thumbs down
(dissatisfied)
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Figure 10: Employee Thank You for Participating Page

Thank You page for participating in the pulse survey with ask to answer a few more
questions to provide additional feedback

Reward point system to
encourage employee
participation

Navigational response
buttons to redirect user to
the appropriate next page
based on user response.
The functionality
demonstrates sensitivity to
an emplo ee ime and
does not force the
employee upon answering
additional questions
(optional participation).

Monthly leaderboard to
generate a sense of
competition as a form of
encouragement to participate
and receive recognition
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Figure 11: Employee Redeem Reward Page

Employee redeem reward page that was modularly added to the application in later design
iterations after review of the differing employee personas and motivation factors

Personalized greeting
based on screen activity

Reward point system
that can be used to
exchange for physical
rewards, which can
serve as a motivating
factor for employees to
participate

Opacity used on buttons that disables button if the user
doe no ha e eno gh poin o p cha e he e a d
which is a form of layering and control to prevent the
user from initiating actions not allowed
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Figure 12: Employee Avatar Personalization Page

Employee avatar page that was modularly added to the application in later design phases to
provide additional personalization for the user

Gamification
technique to
provide
personalization to
the application
through use of an
individualized
avatar

Simple, straightforward
options to personalize the
application that can be
understood by tech savvy
and non-tech savvy users
alike
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Prototype Screenshots – Manager User Interface
Figure 13: Manager Dashboard with Survey Results

Manager dashboard with survey results

Participation rates for a
manage o n eam
peers as a way to evoke
competition amongst
managers to encourage
employee participation
Quantitative survey
results illustrated on a
bar graph with
matching colors to its
associated selected
facet, e.g. green
highlight matches
G ea
e pon e

Data insights provided
based on trends and
anomalies in data with use
of icons, e.g. caution icon
to illustrate a warning or
area of concern

Artificial intelligence
provided
recommendations and
suggestions to address
potential problem areas
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Figure 14: Manager Dashboard with Multi-Faceted Survey Results

Manager dashboard with multi-faceted survey results

Use of color and
highlighting to match multidimensional response
facets to stacked bar graph

Stacked bar graph with
use of symbolic and
contrasting colors to
deno e G ea
e pon e
Te ible
responses from pulse
surveys

Manager checklist of todo items and action
plan to hold managers
organized and
accountable for
improving employee
engagement
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Figure 15: Manager Checklist

Manager checklist of action items to encourage accountability of the manager to
improve upon employee engagement

Gamification technique
to use a progress bar as
a visual indicator to
track progress towards
completion

Details of
checklist item to
provide context
of action and a
deadline of when
it should be
completed by
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